A new design of integrated Electric Parking Brake system, called iEPB and integrated in the brake caliper, is introduced in this paper. It consists of an electrically operated brake unit and a hydraulically pressed unit independently, and uses a special self-locking mechanism instead of a screw device to increase the efficiency and the working speed. With all conventional EPB system's advantages, it also provides a stronger brake performance and a faster reaction time.
INTRODUCTION
The iEPB system is more convenient and safety than traditional parking systems. It's operated and released automatically. With integrated intelligent function, the iEPB system has the following merits:
• Replace a hand lever by an operation button.
• Because of no hand lever, there is more space in the vehicle. • Combining a control unit, the iEPB system can be automatically operated and released at the right time, which makes the operation simpler and the driver to feel more comfortable and safer. • With high performance mechanism, the iEPB system has a faster reaction time. So we can provide the Auto-Hold function by adopting the iEPB system.
There are two types of existing electric parking brake. One type is the cable puller [3] , and the other is the integrated caliper [4] . This new design belongs to the integrated caliper type. Almost 100% integrated caliper type of market products use the screw device as its linear mechanism. The screw device can provide a large reduction ratio in a small space and transfer the rotation motion into linear motion with a non-reverse feature. But a low mechanical efficiency due to the screw friction makes a great energy lose. In this paper, we introduce a new design that is a type of screw free concept. Basing on the same power source, the screw free design can reduce about three-quarter reaction time of the system [5] .
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
For improving working speed, enhancing mechanism efficiency and providing a non-reverse feature at the same time, the iEPB mechanism design is the key point. The important factors that need to be considered include:
• Caliper pressing force.
• Working time of the actuator.
• Power consumption.
• Parking force that can be maintained when power off.
Actuator parts -The iEPB system working flow diagram is shown in Figure 1 , and the illustration of actuator is shown in Figure 2 . The iEPB system is comprised of a brush DC motor, a special self-locking mechanism and multi stage reduction gears. The output torque rotates a cam shaft built in the caliper and pushes brake lining to against brake disk for parking purpose, shown in Figure 3 . There is no additional friction lose because of the screw free mechanism. The prototype picture is shown in figure 4.
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Caliper cam shaft Cam Lining shoe Parking Working principle -The iEPB actuator is driven by a brush DC motor. The torque through the multi stage reduction gears rotates a cam shaft, and then pushes the brake lining shoe to against brake disk. That is the way to generat caliper pressing force. When the parking process is finished, the power supply to the DC motor power will be cut off. The reverse torque from the cam shaft will reverse the DC motor via reduction gears. It will cause the parking force loss. For maintaining the parking force, we use a special self-locking mechanism to cut off the reverse torque. Self-locking mechanism allows the torque to be only transmitted from motor to cam shaft, but not from reverses side. We design a dual groove mechanism to materialize this function. Figure 5 . is the illustration of the self-locking mechanism and its exploded view. The principle of self-locking effect is described as the following and shown in Figure 6 . In Figure 6 .:
• Parking stage -The output gear moves up when the motor rotates clockwise. In this stage, the torque will be transmitted through the output gear and rotates the cam shaft to pushes the brake lining shoe to against brake disk. So the caliper can generate enough pressing force to parking vehicle. • Locking stage -In this stage, the power source is cut off, and motor is stop. The output gear stays on top, and then the ball and output gear will form as a oneway-clutch. When the reverse torque from the cam shaft tends to reverse the motor, the ball will climb the ramp and touch the fix case, and then the iEPB system will turn into locking stage. • Releasing stage -When the driver wants to release the parking brake, the output gear moves down when the motor rotates counterclockwise. The ball will leave away from the fix case, and then the system will exit locking stage. In this stage, the reverse torque from the motor will reverse the cam shaft and release the parking brake.
During applying and releasing parking brake, the iEPB system's torque transit is in a pure gear contacts without addition friction loss. So the iEPB system can work fast and efficiently. Comparing with US patent 6,938,736 [1] , this novel design won't be influenced by the centrifugal force.
Force control method -The control method of actuator belongs to close loop control. The controller adopts the feedback from the current sensor to control the motor. When the feedback motor electric current reaches set value, the controller cuts off the power source. As the motor power source is off, the self-locking mechanism applies locking function immediately, and then retains the caliper pressing force. Using a current sensor instead of force sensor brings benefits of cost and space saving.[2] Figure 5 . The illustration of self-locking mechanism and its exploded view. 
TEST EQUIPMENT
Test equipment -The test equipment of this new design prototype includes the following:
• A rigid fixed platform. (with a brake disk) • A power supply. (maximum : DC 60V/30A) • A Notebook.
• A control unit of motor.
• A load cells (20 KN).
• A data recorder. Figure 7 . The mechanism of the iEPB system, the caliper, and brake disk were fixed on the rigid platform. The one side of the brake lining shoe was connected to the load cell first, and then the load cell was connected to the brake disk. The control unit was connected to the power source. After pressing start button, the motor started to transmit torque to the mechanism of the iEPB system, and the caliper started to generate pressing force. The caliper pressing force was measured by a load cell, and the signal of the load cell transmitted into the data recorder and would be shown on the notebook finally. Figure 8 is the picture of the test construction. Figure 8 . Testing construction picture.
System test construction -System test construction is shown in
TESTING RESULTS
Several important characteristics of the actuator may be indicated in the ways listed below:
• The feedback of the current of the motor.
• The duration of the working time.
• The generated caliper pressing force.
• The maintained parking force when power off.
• The repeatability of the caliper pressing force.
Feedback of the current -As shown in Figure 9a , the electric current was set at 12A. The motor started to rotate, and the current rose from 0A to 12A. The data recorder through the low-pass filter circuit recorded the feedback current signals of motor. The first peak of the current caused by start torque was not considered, but the second peak represented the loading torque [2] . The current signal is smooth, which indicates low noise of current signal, and it is helpful to control caliper pressing force.
Working time -In Figure 9a , the working time of actuator needs 0.5 seconds approximately. Compared to other vehicles' EPB systems on the market, the novel iEPB system saves about three-quarter reaction time [5] .
Caliper pressing force -The caliper pressing force is controlled by way of cut-off motor electric current method. The average caliper pressing force is 1117.2Kgf when cutoff motor electric current after reaching 12A. Figure 9b is the caliper pressing force and current to time chart. The circle shows that the parking force can be maintained when motor power is off. The tests were run 20 times, shown in figure 10 . In figure 10 , the inaccuracy of caliper pressing force was 1.3%. The caliper can generate approximate 1100 kg in 0.5 seconds, and the parking force can be maintained when motor power is off. The results show that the performance of the iEPB actuator is excellent. Figure 10 . Brake caliper pressing force to number of times chart.
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel design of iEPB system and test the iEPB prototype. The test results show as following:
• The new design iEPB system has high efficiency and short reaction time. • This new design is not only for theoretical interest, but also can be applied into a practical parking brake system.
